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The mammalian sensory system is capable of discriminating thermal stimuli ranging from noxious cold to noxious heat. Principal
temperature sensors belong to the TRP cation channel family, but the mechanisms underlying the marked temperature sensitivity
of opening and closing (‘gating’) of these channels are unknown. Here we show that temperature sensing is tightly linked to
voltage-dependent gating in the cold-sensitive channel TRPM8 and the heat-sensitive channel TRPV1. Both channels are activated
upon depolarization, and changes in temperature result in graded shifts of their voltage-dependent activation curves. The chemical
agonists menthol (TRPM8) and capsaicin (TRPV1) function as gating modifiers, shifting activation curves towards physiological
membrane potentials. Kinetic analysis of gating at different temperatures indicates that temperature sensitivity in TRPM8 and
TRPV1 arises from a tenfold difference in the activation energies associated with voltage-dependent opening and closing. Our
results suggest a simple unifying principle that explains both cold and heat sensitivity in TRP channels.

Mammals sense ambient temperature through primary afferent
sensory neurons of the dorsal root and trigeminal ganglia1,2.
These cells convey thermal information from peripheral tissues to
the spinal cord and brain, where the signals are integrated and
interpreted, resulting in appropriate reflexive and cognitive
responses. The mammalian sensory system is capable of detecting
and discriminating thermal stimuli over a broad temperature
spectrum, ranging from noxious cold (,8 8C) to noxious heat
(.52 8C), which implies the existence of different types of tem-
perature sensors with distinct thermal sensitivities2. Accumulated
evidence suggests that the principal temperature sensors in the
sensory nerve endings of mammals belong to the transient receptor
potential (TRP) superfamily of cation channels3,4. At present, six
temperature-sensitive TRP channels (or thermoTRPs)2 have been
described, that together cover almost the entire range of tempera-
tures that mammals are able to sense. Four TRP channels belonging
to the TRPV subfamily are activated by heating, with characteristic
activation temperatures ranging from warm temperatures (.25 8C
for TRPV4; .31 8C for TRPV3)5–9 to heat (.43 8C for TRPV1)10

and noxious heat (.52 8C for TRPV2)11. TRPM8 and TRPA1
(ANKTM1) are activated by cooling, (,28 8C for TRPM8; ,18 8C
for TRPA1)12–14; although the cold-sensitivity of TRPA1 has been
disputed15.
The origin of the remarkably steep temperature sensitivity of the

thermoTRPs is still obscure. Until now, three possible mechanisms
for temperature-dependent channel gating have been envisaged3.
Changes in temperature could lead to the production and binding
of channel-activating ligands. Alternatively, the channel protein
may undergo temperature-dependent structural rearrangements
leading to channel opening. Finally, thermoTRPs may be able to
sense changes in membrane tension due to temperature-dependent
lipid bilayer rearrangements. However, direct experimental evi-
dence supporting any of these mechanisms is currently lacking.
TRP channels were originally considered as cation channels with

little or no voltage sensitivity. This view was in line with the paucity
of positively charged residues in the fourth transmembrane domain
(S4) (ref. 3), which is known to function as (part of) the voltage
sensor in classical voltage-gated Kþ, Naþ and Ca2þ channels16.
Nevertheless, recent studies have demonstrated that TRPM4 and

TRPM5, two closely homologous monovalent cation channels, are
dually gated by intracellular Ca2þ andmembrane depolarization17–19.
Given that the cold- andmenthol-sensitive TRPM8 is closely related
to TRPM4 and TRPM5, withmore than 40% similarity at the amino
acid level, we investigated whether it displays similar voltage
dependence and whether this might be related to its cold sensitivity.

Cold activation of TRPM8
Inwhole-cell patch-clamp experiments, cooling to 15 8C (Fig. 1a) or
application of the cooling agentmenthol (Fig. 1b) activated a robust
current in human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells transiently
transfected with TRPM8, in line with previous reports12,13. Non-
transfected or vector-transfected cells were unresponsive to either
stimulus. Activation of macroscopic TRPM8 currents by cold and
menthol also occurred in cell-free inside-out patches (Fig. 1c, d;
data not shown), demonstrating that these stimuli function in a
membrane-delimited manner. It should be noted that the tempera-
ture-sensitivity of TRPM8 in inside-out patches was shifted towards
lower temperatures when compared to whole-cell measurements,
which could be due to the loss of a regulatory factor.

A typical feature of TRPM8 currents is the pronounced outward
rectification (Fig. 1a–d). Rectification could either be an intrinsic
property of the pore or alternatively reflect a voltage-dependent
mechanism that closes the channel at negative potentials. Evidence
for the latter mechanism was obtained using a classical tail current
protocol (Fig. 1e): TRPM8 activates upon depolarization to
þ120mV and rapidly closes at negative voltages. Notably, the
current–voltage relation obtained immediately after the prepulse
to þ120mV was linear (Fig. 1f), indicating that open TRPM8
channels display an ohmic current–voltage relation. The time-
dependent closure of TRPM8 at negative potentials persisted
when Ca2þ andMg2þwere omitted from the intra- and extracellular
solutions, excluding block by divalent cations as a cause of rectifica-
tion (data not shown). Taken together, our data demonstrate that
TRPM8 is a voltage-dependent channel activated by membrane
depolarization. Outward rectification arises from the rapid and
voltage-dependent closure of the channel at negative voltages.

Next, we asked how the voltage dependence of TRPM8 relates to
its function as a cold receptor12,13. To address this, we tested whether
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membrane voltage influences the cold sensitivity of the channel by
measuring current activation at different holding potentials during
slow cooling of TRPM8-expressing cells. During such cooling
protocols we consistently found that current activation at depolar-
ized potentials precedes that at more negative potentials (Fig. 2a, b).
At þ100mV, robust outward currents were already activated at
32 8C (1,080 ^ 230 pA (n ¼ 12) versus 69 ^ 20 pA (n ¼ 10) in
non-transfected cells; P , 0.001), whereas inward currents at
280mV were only discernible upon cooling below ,25 8C
(Fig. 2a, b). Thus, the cold sensitivity of TRPM8 strongly depends
on the transmembrane voltage.

Using a voltage step protocol ranging from 2120 to þ160mV
(and in some cases up to þ220mV), we determined how tempera-
ture affects the voltage dependence of TRPM8 (Fig. 2c). At 37 8C,
significant outward currents could only be measured at potentials
above þ100mV, and the midpoint voltage of activation (V1/2) was
around þ200mV (Fig. 2c–e). Cooling induced a leftward shift of
the activation curve resulting in channel activity at more physio-

logical voltages: V1/2 decreased by approximately 150mV upon
cooling from 37 to 15 8C (7.3mV 8C21), and saturated around
þ25mV between 5 and 10 8C (Fig. 2e). From this we conclude
that cooling activates TRPM8 by causing a drastic shift of the
voltage dependence of activation.

Heat activation of TRPV1
To test whether a comparable process underlies temperature-
dependent gating in a TRP channel with opposite temperature
sensitivity, we performed similar experiments in HEK 293 cells
expressing TRPV1 (ref. 10). Although TRPV1 was originally
described as voltage-independent10, some voltage-dependent prop-
erties of the channel have been recently described20,21. During slow
heating ramps, we observed that activation of TRPV1 at depolarized
voltages occurred at significantly lower temperatures than at hyper-
polarized voltages (Fig. 3a, b): at 2100mV, TRPV1 currents only
became prominent at temperatures above 40 8C, whereas at
þ100mV robust outward currents were already present at room
temperature (1,742 ^ 279 pA (n ¼ 17) versus 59 ^ 10 pA (n ¼ 10)
in non-transfected cells; P , 0.001). Thus, similar to TRPM8, the
temperature sensitivity of TRPV1 is strongly dependent on the
transmembrane voltage.
We then determined how temperature affects the voltage depen-

dence of TRPV1. At 17 8C, significant outward currents could only
be measured at potentials above 100mV, and V1/2 was around
þ150mV (Fig. 3c–e). Heating induced a gradual leftward shift of
the activation curve, resulting in channel activity at more physio-
logical voltages: V1/2 decreased by approximately 200mV upon
heating from 17 to 40 8C (9.1mV 8C21), reaching a value of250mV
between 40 and 45 8C (Fig. 3e). Thus, heat-induced activation of
TRPV1 is the result of a drastic leftward shift of the voltage
dependence of activation.

The principle of temperature sensing
Our present results have important implications when considering
possible mechanisms for temperature sensing in TRP channels3.
First, we found that TRPM8 is activated by cooling in cell-free
patches. Similarly, previous work has demonstrated heat-activation
of TRPV1 in cell-free patches22. These results imply that tempera-
ture sensing in both channels is a membrane-delimited process,
and argue against temperature-dependent binding of second mes-
sengers as a mechanism for channel activation. Second, our results
demonstrate that temperature-dependent activation of TRPM8 and
TRPV1 is not governed by a single characteristic thermal threshold.
Temperature sensitivity is modulated by the transmembrane vol-
tage, and changes in ambient temperature result in graded shifts of
the voltage dependence of channel activation. These results are not
in line with the suggestion that channel activation results from a
temperature-dependent phase transition of the lipidmembrane or a
conformational transition (or denaturation) of the channel protein
structure3, as such processes would predict a single sharp thermal
threshold23.
As an alternative mechanism, we explored whether temperature

sensitivity could be the thermodynamic consequence of differences
in the activation energies associated with voltage-dependent
channel opening and closing. Given that the time course of
TRPM8 and TRPV1 currents during voltage steps was mostly well
described with a single exponential function, we employed the
simplest, two-state model for a voltage-gated channel:

Closed Y
aðV ;TÞ

bðV ;TÞ
Open

The opening and closing rates a and b are related to membrane
voltage and temperature according to16,24

a¼ Ae2
Ea;open
RT e

dzFV
RT and b¼ Be2

Ea;close
RT e

2ð12dÞzFV
RT ð1Þ

Figure 1 Outward rectification of TRPM8 is due to voltage-dependent gating.

a, b, Current–voltage (I–V) relations of whole-cell TRPM8 currents activated by cooling (a)

or application of 100mM menthol (b). Currents were measured during 200-ms voltage

ramps from 2100 to þ100mV. c, Effect of cooling on TRPM8-currents measured in

inside-out patches. d, I–V relations obtained at the end of the voltage-steps shown in c. e,

Whole-cell TRPM8 currents at 15 8C in response to the indicated voltage protocol. f, Tail

(Itail) and steady-state (Iss) currents obtained from the voltage-steps shown in e. The

dashed line represents a linear fit.
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where E a,open and E a,close represent the activation energies associ-
ated with channel opening and closing, R the gas constant
(8.31 Jmol21 K21), T the absolute temperature, z the effective
charge associated with voltage-dependent gating, d is the fraction
of z moved in the outward direction, F the Faraday constant
(9.65 £ 104 8Cmol21), V the transmembrane voltage and A and B
are preexponential factors. According to Eyring rate theory, acti-
vation energy and preexponential factor are related to the enthalpic
(DH) and entropic (DS) component of the activation barrier,
according to E a ¼ DH þ RT and A ¼ k0e

DS/R (where k 0 is the
frequency factor)16,24. Experimental values for z were obtained by
fitting the Boltzmann function to the activation curves (Figs 2d
and 3d). Opening and closing rates were obtained from the mono-
exponential time constant t of current activation/deactivation and
the steady-state Popen using the expressions a ¼ Popen/t and
b ¼ (1 2 Popen)/t (see Supplementary Fig. S1). Values for a and
b as a function of temperature were then displayed in Arrhenius

plots (that is, log(rate) versus 1/T), which allows determination of
the activation energy from the slope of the curves.

For TRPM8, the opening rate a was characterized by an E a,open

value of 15.7 kJmol21 corresponding to a 10 8C temperature coeffi-
cient (Q10) of 1.2, indicative of a shallow temperature dependence
(Fig. 4a). In contrast, the closing rate b was steeply temperature-
dependent, reflected in a ,10 times higher value for E a,close of
173 kJmol21, which corresponds to aQ10 of 9.4 (Fig. 4b). Estimated
activation energies were not significantly altered by membrane
voltage, which can be appreciated from the parallel Arrhenius
plots at different potentials (Fig. 4a, b). Subsequently, we simulated
TRPM8 currents using the two-state gating model with the experi-
mentally deduced parameters. Figure 4c shows the simulated
temperature dependence of TRPM8 currents at two potentials in
response to the cooling ramp used in the experiment of Fig. 2a. The
model adequately predicts the cold-induced current activation and
the difference in temperature sensitivity at 280 and þ100mV

Figure 2 Cooling activates TRPM8 by shifting the voltage dependence of activation.

a, Whole-cell TRPM8 currents at þ100 and280mV in response to slow cooling of the

bath solution. b, Normalized current responses at þ100 and 280mV in function of

temperature. c, Current traces at different temperatures in response to the indicated

voltage protocol. d, Steady-state activation curves at different temperatures for the

currents shown in c. The apparent P open in function of voltage was determined as

explained in the methods section. Lines represent Boltzmann functions fitted to the data.

e, V 1/2 as a function of temperature (n values between 6 and 15). Dashed line represents

the change in V 1/2 as predicted by the two-state model.
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(compare Figs 2b and 4c). Likewise, simulated TRPM8 currents in
response to voltage steps at different temperatures (Fig. 4d) were
strikingly similar to the experimental data (Fig. 2c). Finally, the
model predicted the drastic leftward shift of V1/2 upon cooling
(dashed line in Fig. 2e), except for a small deviation at temperatures
below 10 8C, which might reflect channel desensitisation.

In the case of TRPV1, the temperature dependencies of a and b
were opposite to those of TRPM8 (Fig. 4e, f): the opening rate a
was steeply temperature-dependent (E a,open ¼ 208 kJ mol21;
Q10 ¼ 14.8), whereas the closing rate b showed a shallow tempera-
ture dependence (E a,close ¼ 23.2 kJmol21; Q10 ¼ 1.35). Using the
two-state model with the experimentally deduced parameters, we
could faithfully reproduce the temperature dependence of TRPV1
current at different potentials (Fig. 4g), TRPV1 currents in response
to voltage steps at different temperatures (Fig. 4h) and the shift of
V1/2 as a function of temperature (dashed line in Fig. 3e).

The excellent match between model simulations and experimen-
tal results for both TRPM8 and TRPV1 led us to formulate a general

principle for temperature sensitivity. Temperature sensitivity occurs
whenever the activation energies associated with the opening and
closing transitions are sufficiently different. When E a,open ,,
E a,close, the open probability of the channel will increase upon
cooling, as illustrated by the behaviour of TRPM8 (Fig. 4a–d). On
the contrary, the open probability of the channel will increase
upon heating when E a,open .. E a,close, as is the case for TRPV1
(Fig. 4e–h). In most voltage-gated Kþ, Ca2þ and Naþ channels the
temperature dependence of channel activation and deactivation are
similar (E a,open < E a,close)

16,25,26. In these channels, increasing tem-
perature leads to an acceleration of channel gating, without major
changes in the steady-state open probability.
Although this principle is rather fundamental, we do not exclude

that other thermoTRPs exploit different mechanisms. For example,
heat activation of TRPV4 does not occur in cell-free patches5,27,
possibly reflecting the necessity of a diffusible messenger. We would
also like to point out that a simple two-state model is probably an
oversimplification of the full gating intricacies of TRPV1 and

Figure 3 Heating activates TRPV1 by shifting the voltage dependence of activation.

a, Whole-cell TRPV1 currents atþ100 and2100mV in response to slow heating of the

bath solution. b, Normalized current responses at þ100 and 2100mV as a function of

temperature. c, Current traces at different temperatures in response to voltage steps

ranging from 2120 to þ160mV. d, Steady-state activation curves at different

temperatures for the currents shown in c. Lines represent Boltzmann functions fitted to

the data. e, V 1/2 as a function of temperature (n values between 4 and 9). Dashed line

represents the change in V 1/2 as predicted by the two-state model (see text).
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TRPM8. Indeed, single-channel measurements of TRPV1 provided
evidence for multiple open and closed states28. Likewise, we
observed that a single exponential function was not always optimal
for description of the time dependence of TRPM8, suggesting the
presence of more than one open and/or closed state. Nevertheless,
the two-state model represents a good approximation of multi-state
models as long as the transition with the steepest temperature
dependence is rate limiting.

Effect of ligand activators
TRPM8 and TRPV1 not only function as temperature sensors, but
also as ionotropic receptors for a variety of chemical substances.
TRPV1 is directly gated by several chemicals that cause a burning
sensation such as vanilloid compounds and protons10,22,29, as well as
by the endocannabinoid anandamide30. In contrast, TRPM8 is
activated by several plant-derived and synthetic cooling com-
pounds12,13,31. Our present results raised the question whether

Figure 4 A two-state model accurately predicts the temperature-dependent behaviour of

TRPM8 and TRPV1. a, b, Arrhenius plots of a and b for TRPM8 measured at þ160mV

(open circles), þ60mV (filled squares) or 280mV (open triangles). We obtained the

following parameters: A ¼ 1.37 £ 104 s21, E a,open ¼ 15.7 kJmol21,

B ¼ 1.94 £ 1033 s21, E a,close ¼ 173 kJmol21, d ¼ 0.5 and z ¼ 0.82. c, Simulated

TRPM8 current atþ100 and280mV as a function of temperature. d, Simulated TRPM8

currents in response to voltage steps (protocol as in Fig. 2c). e, f, Arrhenius plots of a and

b for TRPV1 measured at þ100 (open circles) and 2100mV (filled squares). We

obtained the following parameters: A ¼ 1.61 £ 1037 s21, E a,open ¼ 208 kJmol21,

B ¼ 9.67 £ 105 s21, E a,close ¼ 23.2 kJmol21, d ¼ 0.5 and z ¼ 0.71. g, Simulated

TRPV1 currents at þ100 and 2100mV as a function of temperature. h, Simulated

TRPV1 currents in response to voltage steps.
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these agonists function by modifying the voltage-dependent prop-
erties of these channels. To investigate this, we focused on the two
best-studied agonists, namely menthol (TRPM8) and capsaicin
(TRPV1).

Analogous to previous work12,13, we found that a low dose of
menthol (30 mM) has little effect on inward TRPM8 current at

34 8C, but significantly shifts the cold sensitivity of the channel to
higher temperatures (Fig. 5a). The voltage step protocol showed
that 30 mM menthol caused a strong potentiation of outward
currents, a prominent slowing of tail current deactivation and
a significant leftward shift of the activation curve (Fig. 5b, c).
The menthol-induced leftward shift of the activation curve was

Figure 6 Capsaicin shifts the TRPV1 activation curve. a, Currents at 24 8C in response to

voltage steps ranging from2100 toþ160mV at the following capsaicin concentrations:

0 nM (closed circles), 1 nM (open circles), 10 nM (closed triangle), 100 nM (open squares)

and 1 mM (closed squares). b, Steady-state activation curves at 24 8C at the indicated

capsaicin concentrations. c, DV 1/2 as a function of capsaicin concentration at 24–26 8C

(n ¼ 4–10).

Figure 5 Menthol shifts the TRPM8 activation curve. a, TRPM8 currents at 260mV in

response to slow cooling of the bath solution in the absence and presence of 30 mM

menthol. b, Currents at 34 8C in response to voltage steps ranging from 2120 to

þ160mV in the absence and presence of 30 mM menthol. c, Activation curves at 34 8C

(filled symbols) and 24 8C (open symbols) in the absence (circles) and presence (triangles)

of 30 mM menthol. d, Leftward shift of V 1/2 (DV 1/2) as a function of menthol

concentration at 32–34 8C (open circles; n values between 5 and 20) or 22–24 8C (filled

circle; n ¼ 6).
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independent of temperature (Fig. 5c, d), which explains the
enhanced cold sensitivity of TRPM8 in the presence of low doses
of the cooling agent. The effect of menthol on the activation curve
was dose-dependent, with a half-maximal change inV1/2 at 27.4 mM
(Fig. 5d). Maximal shifts induced by menthol (218mV at 1mM;
Fig. 5d) were larger than those induced by cooling to 5 8C (Fig. 2e),
in line with previous findings showing that menthol is a more
efficacious TRPM8 agonist than cold12.
Capsaicin, the main pungent ingredient of ‘hot’ chilli peppers, is

one of the most potent chemical activators of TRPV110,22. We found
that submicromolar concentrations of capsaicin had a robust effect
on outward TRPV1 currents at 24 8C, and induced a clear leftward
shift of the activation curve (Fig. 6a, b). The effect of capsaicin on
the TRPV1 activation curve was dose-dependent, with a half-
maximal shift at 28.5 nM and a maximal change in V 1/2 of
,200mV (Fig. 6b, c). Note that significant channel desensitisation
occurs at capsaicin concentrations.100 nM, which may lead to an
underestimation of the shift in V1/2 at the highest concentrations
tested.

Conclusions
Our results show an unexpected tight link between temperature
sensing and voltage-dependent gating in two thermoTRPs with
opposite temperature sensitivity. Cold activation of TRPM8 and
heat activation of TRPV1 are well described by a single thermo-
dynamic principle, whereby thermosensitivity arises from the
difference in activation energies associated with voltage-dependent
opening and closing. Chemical agonists of these thermoTRPs
function as gating modifiers to mimic and potentiate the thermal
responses. At present, the structural determinants of voltage sensing
in TRP channels are not known, but the interplay between voltage
and temperature sensing implies that any mutational manipulation
to the voltage sensor will lead to altered temperature sensitivity.
Finally, in a physiological context, our results suggest that the
membrane voltage contributes to the fine-tuning of cold- and
heat-sensitivity in sensory cells. A

Methods
Electrophysiology
HEK293 were grown in DMEM containing 10% (v/v) fetal calf serum, 4mM L-alanyl-L-
glutamine, 100Uml21 penicillin and 100mgml21 streptomycin at 37 8C in a humidity
controlled incubator with 10% CO2. Cells were transiently transfected with human
TRPM8 or human TRPV1 cloned in the bicistronic pCAGGS-IRES–GFP vector using
TransIT-293 transfection reagent (Mirus). Between 16 and 24 h after transfection, currents
were recorded in the whole-cell or inside-out configuration of the patch-clamp technique
using an EPC-9 amplifier and PULSE software (HEKA Elektronik).

Data were sampled at 5–20 kHz and digitally filtered off-line at 1–5 kHz. Between 60%
and 90% of the series resistance was compensated, reducing voltage errors to less than
10mV. The standard intracellular solution for whole-cell measurements contained:
150mM NaCl, 3mM MgCl2, 5mM EGTA and 10mM HEPES at pH 7.2. The standard
extracellular solution contained: 150mMNaCl, 6mMCsCl, 1mMMgCl2, 1.5mMCaCl2,
10mM glucose and 10mMHEPES at pH 7.4. In some experiments, a divalent cation-free
extracellular solution was used, which contained 150mM NaCl, 10mM EDTA, 10mM
glucose and 10mMHEPES at pH 7.4. For inside-out measurements, we used the standard
extracellular solution in the pipette and the standard intracellular solution in the bath. The
temperature of the perfusate was controlled using a SC-20 dual in-line heater/cooler
(Warner Instruments). Reported temperature was measured using a TA-29 Thermistor
(Thermometrics) placed within 500mm of the patch-clamped cell.

Data analysis and model simulation
Data analysis, model simulations and data display was performed using Origin 6.1
(OriginLab Corporation) or Igor Pro 4.0 (Wavemetrics). Group data are expressed as
mean ^ s.e.m. from n cells. The Student’s unpaired t-test was used for statistical
comparison. Two distinct methods were used to obtain activation curves using the voltage
protocol shown in Figs 2c and 3c. In the first approach, tail currents weremeasured during
the first millisecond of the final stepþ60mVand normalized to the maximal tail current.
However, tail current activation/deactivation at þ60mV was often too fast (time
constants ,1ms) for an accurate determination of Popen, especially at higher
temperatures. In a second approach, steady-state currents at the end of the voltage steps
were divided by the estimated fully-activated current–voltage relation of the channel.

These open channel current–voltage relations were deduced from tail currents following
strongly depolarizing prepulses, similar to the one shown in Fig. 1e, f. In those cases where
both approaches were feasible, estimates for V1/2 differed by less than 10mV. For model
simulations, we used analytical expressions of Popen as a function of temperature, voltage
and time for the two-state model. Currents were then calculated assuming a linear
conductance and aQ10 value for the single-channel conductance of 1.35, similar to that of
aqueous diffusion16.
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